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Portable tool with a simple UI Design Portable DP Hash is a tool that you can use to calculate and compare different hash values of files, and it doesn't modify Windows registry settings. Its GUI is designed to be simple yet functional. Multi-platform: It supports Windows
10/8/7/Vista, macOS 10.11 and 10.12, and also works with 64-bit versions of Linux, including Ubuntu, Red Hat, Fedora, SUSE, and so on. Calculate and compare hash values of files You can select a file, choose the preferred hash type from a drop-down menu, and click a
button to calculate it immediately. It's displayed in the main window with lowercase letters and can be copied to the Clipboard. Detects identical/different files Portable DP Hash shows a message dialog that lets you know whether the two files are identical or different.

Highly accurate and stable The tool's features can be easily and smoothly used even on a limited amount of RAM and disk storage. File and folder browser You can use the file browser to find and select a file, pick the preferred hash type from a drop-down menu, and click
a button to calculate it immediately. It's displayed in the main window with lowercase letters and can be copied to the Clipboard. Supported hash types Portable DP Hash supports the calculations of CRC-16, CRC-24, CRC-32, CRC-64, FCRC-32, Adler-32, eDonkey, MD-4,
MD-5, RMD-160, SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512, SHA-512/224, SHA-512/256, Whirlpool-512, BMW-224, and BMV-256, among which the most widely used are CRC-32, MD-4 and MD-5. Configurable options The configuration of the tool can be adjusted, for

example, the application can be adapted to the language and platform you use. * View all the features and download the application at this page Applications Downloads As a member of the GFWA, the Electra Team is proud to announce the release of the 2.0.0 GA version
of the Electra platform!This is a huge release, bringing many improvements, most of which can
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DP Hash Portable is a powerful, easy-to-use and lightweight app that checks and compares file hashes. It supports nearly all the most common hash types, including CRC-16, CRC-24, CRC-32, CRC-64, FCRC-32, Adler-32, MD-4, MD-5, RMD-160, SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256,
SHA-384, SHA-512, SHA-512/224, SHA-512/256, Whirlpool-512, BMW-224 and BMV-256. DP Hash Portable helps you to find out checksums of files of various types, including images, archives, executables, exe installers, documents, music, videos, etc. It can be used as a
portable version of DP Hash, and you can find out the comparison result instantly. How to get Portable DP Hash: 1. Download and install Portable DP Hash from the link below 2. Launch the application as an EXE file 3. Click the Hash button to find, calculate or compare

CRC checksums Supported hash types: CRC-16, CRC-24, CRC-32, CRC-64, FCRC-32, Adler-32, MD-4, MD-5, RMD-160, SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512, SHA-512/224, SHA-512/256, Whirlpool-512, BMW-224, BMV-256. Open standard hash types: MD-4, MD-5,
SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512, SHA-512/224, SHA-512/256, Whirlpool-512, BMW-224, BMV-256. Quality hash types: RMD-160, HMAC-MD-4, HMAC-MD-5, SMAC-SHA-256, SMAC-SHA-384, SMAC-SHA-512. Supported operating systems: Windows 10, Windows

8/8.1/10, Windows 7 SP1, Windows Vista SP2, Windows XP SP2/3/3.1, Windows 2000 SP4, Windows Me. macOS and iOS, Android, Linux. Supported file types: Images: JPG, GIF, PNG, BMP, TIF, PCX, PIC. aa67ecbc25
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Portable tool with a simple UI Calculate and compare checksums Evaluation and conclusion Platform: Portable Portable tool with a simple UI Calculate and compare checksums Evaluation and conclusion Language: Many languages Portable tool with a simple UI Calculate
and compare checksums Evaluation and conclusion System requirements: Operating system: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10 (32-bit and 64-bit) Portable tool with a simple UI Calculate and compare checksums Evaluation and conclusion Storage: 250 Mb Portable tool with a
simple UI Calculate and compare checksums Evaluation and conclusion File size: 1 Mb Portable tool with a simple UI Calculate and compare checksums Evaluation and conclusion Minimum: Windows XP/Vista/7 Portable tool with a simple UI Calculate and compare
checksums Evaluation and conclusion Reviews of Portable DP Hash - Windows 10 display is not at the desired position (low) when calculating anything and then comparing or copying the checksum to a file on a different computer (needs to be full screen). On windows 7 it
shows the checksum and it compare both options. - Windows 10 UI is a bit too heavy on ram. I really have nothing against the UI it's just at 250Mb ram or less with a very simple UI I'd expect just a small size UI that just contain the hash type and the result. - No support
for calculating hash on windows 2000 and Windows 8. - However, there's a handy Windows 10 addition that can make a difference. It's a new feature called "Windows Defender SmartScreen". It's the kind of tool designed to keep your computer safe from dirty malware.
Compatible with free and commercial versions of Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10 Compatible with 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems Supports hash type of CRC-16, CRC-24, CRC-32, CRC-64, FCRC-32, Adler-32, eDonkey, MD-4, MD-5, RMD-160, SHA

What's New in the?

• Free portable software that calculates and compares MD-5, SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384, and SHA-512 hashes of files. • The app can calculate all these hashes in raw or base64 format, or convert them to standard WinZip/7z/WinRar/Zip formats. • The app supports all
WinZip/7z/WinRar/Zip file archivers. • Portable dphash.exe is a portable and free version of DP Hash. For Windows XP, Vista, and Windows 7. • It has a normal-looking user interface. • Checksums and text hashes can be calculated in the same window and displayed in a
separate window. • Portable dphash supports MD-4, MD-5, eDonkey, MD-5, CKSUM, RMD-160, Whirlpool, KKSUM, and CityHash versions of these checksums. • The app supports various hash types and file formats. • It offers data integrity and error checking of text/binary
files (its strengths). • It offers support for: CRC-16, CRC-24, CRC-32, FCRC-32, Adler-32, eDonkey, MD-4, MD-5, RMD-160, SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512, SHA-512/224, SHA-512/256, Whirlpool-512, BMW-224, and BMV-256. • Supports hash-sizes from 1 to
512 bytes. • Also supports standard compression (WinZip, 7z, RAR, Zip, KJSUText7Zip) and encryption (WinZip, 7z, RAR, Zip, KJSUZip, ZipCrypto). • You can use it to check WinZip, 7z, RAR, Zip, KJSUText7Zip, KJSUZip, ZipCrypto archives. • Also supports file tests: MFT,
XAR, TAR, Gz, Bz, GzXZ, BzXZ, Cab, Muxed, CBZ, CUXZ. • It supports files of any types. • GUI version. • Can calculate checksums of text files and binary files. • Supports hashing for: CRC-16, CRC-24, CRC-32, FCRC-32,
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System Requirements:

Keyboard and mouse required Window manager must support WM_THEME* messages Display hardware must be compatible with Themer Interface, see below Primary Display Themes are displayed on the primary display. The primary display is the display device that the
user will interact with, either through a graphical or text based system. It is generally the largest display device connected to the computer. It can be a physical display, like a CRT monitor or TV, or a virtual display device connected through a network, like a Web browser
or
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